
GoWin is Launching as an Affiliate Site
GoWin is a brand new affiliate site that’s just been launched in the UK market by Fable Media.

LEEDS, UNITED KINGDOM, December 27, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- GoWin is a brand new
affiliate site that’s just been launched in the UK market by Fable Media. Splitting away from
GoWin Casino (which continues to operate), GoWin will now focus exclusively on making online
and mobile casino recommendations.

To avoid any further confusion and to clearly distinguish two sides of their business, Fable Media
will now run the online casino and the affiliate site GoWin separately. As such, the new and
completely revamped GoWin site provides exclusive news, casino and game reviews, bonus and
promotion alerts, as well as guides and data driven industry analysis. 
Since it already is a firmly established brand, regular visitors have welcomed the change. Plus,
the total revamp of the site and the boost in content quality and quantity both ensure that more
visitors are attracted too. With more than a hundred casino partners, GoWin is a one-stop-shop
for online gamblers looking for quality information. From new game releases, playing tips,
current bonus offers and everything in between – players from beginner all the way to pro can
find something to sink their teeth into. 

All of GoWin’s partners are fully licenced and regulated UK casinos, building relationships on
trust and full transparency. Add to that the top priority of player safety and gambling addiction
awareness, and GoWin is truly a socially responsible business. 

Frederik Falbe-Hansen, the CEO of Fable Media said: "Today is an exciting day as we launch
GoWin. We've worked very hard at making it the very best resource out there for every UK
gambler looking to place an online bet. We've got plenty of tips and tricks to give them an
edge."

The team behind GoWin are experts with years of experience in writing about remote gambling,
analysing industry data and making well-measured recommendations in terms of slots and table
games, sports betting and more. 

About Fable Media
Fable Media is a Copenhagen-based iGaming company that has been in operation since 2015. In
just a few years, it's managed to build a reputation as a trustworthy business that delivers value
to their audiences and players, be it through their affiliate sites, casino sites and their respective
affiliate programmes, and affiliate networks.
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